
SHOW GUIDE 

The 009 Society Members’ Sales 
is located at Stand 70 

Please have your wristband ready if you wish to 
purchase one of our special  

50th Anniversary vans. 
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009 SOCIETY 50th ANNIVERSARY EXHIBITION 
 
 THE EXHIBITION GUIDE 
 
INTRODUCTION & WELCOME 
 
 
Dear Fellow Society Members and Visitors.   
 
Welcome to the 009 Society’s 50th Anniversary Exhibition here at the wonderful Statfold 
Museum of Narrow Gauge Railways.   
 
The Society has come a long way from small beginnings back in 1973. In those early days 
there was little ready-to-run stock available from manufacturers, with the notable exception 
of Eggerbahn for continental HOe; nothing for the UK modeller. Kits, mostly white-metal, 
were the norm and much recourse was made to the art of scratch-building.  On the 
exhibition circuit 009 was frequently represented by the “Rabbit Warren” style of layout, 
though some larger systems were modelled and occasionally appeared in the model 
railway press. The Society journal, The 009 News, was manually assembled from 
duplicated sheets, colour printing was unheard of. 
 
The contrast to today is simply amazing. There are multiple RTR models available of UK 
and continental prototypes covering both preserved and pre-preservation stock with locos, 
coaches and wagons all available together with a choice of track types. There has been a 
proliferation of small manufacturers offering high quality kits (and ready to run models) in 
many materials including injection moulded plastic, brass and white-metal.  Indeed the 
Society offers its own kits and a Members Handbook; now in its 3rd revision.  In recent 
years 3D printing has continued to show the art of the possible and this medium in 
particular has much potential for the future. The Society introduced a Members’ Sales 
stand some years ago which tours the UK in support of the area groups Open Days and is 
deservedly popular, selling both second hand items and the Society’s own kits and other 
products; it is also available to members online. The 009 News has evolved into a high 
quality 24-page professionally produced all-colour monthly production. It showcases the 
efforts of over 2,200 Society members and nearly 30 affiliated groups of the world’s largest 
small-scale narrow gauge modelling group. 
 
Truly the 009 Society has come a long way. If proof were needed of the progress our arm 
of the hobby has taken, take a wider view of the layouts on display today. This exhibition 
brings together over 50 layouts covering a wide spectrum of narrow gauge interests. 
Layouts range from small micro-models of shunting yards to fully fledged systems with 
control systems including both DC & DCC. Major manufacturers PECO, KATO and 
Bachmann join a number of specialist traders to showcase their offerings and we also 
showcase some of the preservation societies who work so hard to keep the real thing alive. 
 
Please enjoy the Exhibition; ask layout operators “how did you do that?” and support the 
trade stands and societies on show. Thank you for visiting us today. 
 
 
 
Julian Evison 
Chairman  
009 Society 
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       ABOUT THE SOCIETY

If you’re interested in modelling narrow gauge railways in the smaller scales we would like to invite 
you to join the 009 Society; the world’s largest small scale narrow gauge modelling group. We 
celebrate our 50th Anniversary this year and we are looking to the future with a continuing range of 
kits for members only, new publications and supporting our vibrant local area groups. 

The majority of our members work in 00 or H0 scales using a common track gauge of 9mm to 
model narrow gauge railways with prototype gauges between 1’10” and 2’6” (570mm to 
760mm). In our “family” of gauges modelled you will also find 12mm, for prototype railways of 3’ 
(00n3) or 1 metre (H0m) gauge, and 10.5mm (H0n3) for American 3’ gauge lines. Some of our 
members who scratch-build chassis also use exact scale gauges to represent particular 
railways, and a few use Z gauge equipment to represent 18” gauge prototypes. 

The range of modelling interests in the 009 Society varies considerably. Many members follow 
British practice, from small and obscure mineral and industrial lines to major undertakings such 
as the Lynton and Barnstaple Railway. Some model Irish or Manx 3’ gauge prototypes. A large 
number of our members’ interests lie further afield, in the secondary lines of France or Spain or 
the modern “main lines” of Switzerland or Austria. American narrow gauge railways hold a 
fascination for many of our members, whilst others model the British-built narrow gauge lines of 
India, Africa or Australia. This list is not exclusive: whatever your narrow gauge interests, you’ll 
find that the 009 Society has something to offer you. 

 BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP

We aim to support beginners and experienced modeller alike, the scratch-builder, the kit builder 
and the modeller who prefers ready-to-run equipment. Whether you’re already active in small 
scale narrow gauge railway modelling or wish to take your first steps, you’ll find the 009 Society 
ready to help and guide in a number of ways. 

We publish our own newsletter, The 009 News, posted to each member once a month. This is a 
comprehensive, full colour magazine containing news and views, hints and tips, drawings and 
articles on all aspects of 009, H0e and H0n30 modelling.  

We have a Members’ Sales Service that offers exclusive kits and publications (like our new 
Handbook) as well as second-hand items. The Sales Stand is present at events organised by 
our associated local groups but can also be accessed via our comprehensive website. The 
Society website also has details of area group activities, a comprehensive exhibition diary and 
is where you’ll find our Members Forum, a further source of advice and help.  

Our associated local area groups, both in the UK and overseas, are where members meet to 
discuss modelling matters, show their models and enjoy a social gathering with like-minded 
modellers. Some of these groups hold much-enjoyed open days, a highlight of the year for 
many. There are also online special interest groups for dedicated areas of interest. Some 
groups and many members have exhibition layouts which are shown regularly at exhibitions 
around the country (take a look at the layouts on show here today!)  Details of group activities 
are reported in The 009 News, along with an exhibition diary.  

There is an annual membership fee, valid for twelve months from the date of joining and we 
welcome applications from all over the world. You can join by visiting the 009 Society Publicity & 
Heritage Display stand (Stand 1) right in front of the exhibition hall entrance or by visiting our 
website www.009society.com. 
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TOILETS: 
Located in the main exhibition hall and adjacent to the courtyard outside the Roundhouse. 

SECURITY:
No responsibility can be accepted by the 009 Society or Statfold Narrow Gauge 
Museum Trust Ltd for damage to or loss of personal property. This includes motor 
vehicles which are parked at your own risk on Statfold Narrow Gauge Museum Trust 
Ltd premises. 

We recommend that you keep all your personal belongings with you at all times. DO 
NOT leave bags unattended at any time. Should you mislay anything or find any lost 
property please go to the exhibition entry point where you can report your loss or 
deposit the item found. 

BACKPACKS & RUCKSACKS: 
The Layouts and displays are not protected by crowd barriers. To avoid damage to 
fragile exhibits please REMOVE YOUR BACKPACK & RUCKSACK and carry them 
with you. 

EMERGENCIES:
If the fire alarm sounds please leave the building by the nearest exit, taking your 
belongings with you; and assemble on the grassed area beyond the trees adjacent to 
the main car park. Stewards will guide you and you will be allowed to re-enter the 
building as soon as possible once the incident has been declared safe. 

PHOTOGRAPHY:
Please feel free to take photographs at the exhibition but as a matter of courtesy 
please ask the owner/operators of the layout, model or demonstration for their 
agreement, particularly if you will be using flash photography. If you subsequently 
publish such material then an acknowledgement of the event and owner of the subject 
is expected. 

All information in this Exhibition Guide is correct at the time of going to press. 

ABOUT THE LAYOUTS 

The layouts on display this weekend comprise two distinct groups of layouts 

The major part is the full two-day “Invitation Exhibition" (Stands 1 - 48, excluding stand 4). 
These layouts have been invited by the 009 Society to represent the broad range of 
interests of our Area Groups and show some of the best layouts in our family of scales.   

In parallel there is a “Members Open Exhibition" (Stands 49 - 69 plus stand 4). This section is 
for any 009 member or groups of members who wished to exhibit their layout over the 
weekend. They may be incomplete or previously not exhibited, but they give a good feel for 
the sorts of layouts members produce. As the section name suggests attendance is purely 
voluntary; there is no requirement to attend both days and members have chosen to attend 
on either Saturday or Sunday or both days. 
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THE STANDS

(Stand 1) – 009 Society         Information, Publicity & Heritage Display

Information and membership stand for the world’s largest 
‘small scale’ Narrow Gauge modelling group.  Whatever your 
approach to small-scale narrow gauge modelling you will find 
a welcome in the 009 Society. 

On display will be items from the Society Heritage Collection 
showcasing the modelling legacy from earlier generations of 
talented modellers, some well-known names amongst them. 

On Saturday (only), you will also find the display of items 
entered by members in the modelling competition, the place to buy raffle tickets for the 
grand draw and the place to vote for the layout which appeals most to you. 

The 009 Society Members’ Sales stand is located at Stand 70 - please have your wristband 
ready if you want to purchase one of our special 50th Anniversary vans. 

(Stand 2) – PECO with KATO          Manufacturer 

PECO is a UK-based manufacturer of model railway accessories, especially trackwork, 
based at Pecorama, Beer in South Devon, England.   

PECO have supported 4mm narrow gauge modellers for over 40 years; most recently with 
the introduction of RTR 4mm NG models of Lynton & Barnstaple and Ffestiniog Railway 
wagons and coaches; a range which continues to expand.     

PECO will be joined on their stand by the well-known Japanese manufacturer KATO who 
have recently launched RTR models of the Ffestiniog Railway “England” class of locomotives.  

(Stand 3) – Bachmann (Europe)    Manufacturer 

Bachmann Europe design and manufacture a wide range of ready-to-run locomotives, 
rolling stock, buildings and accessories for model railways operating in N, HO, OO, OO9, O 
and G Scales. 

(Stand 4) – GLENDALE – Chris Beadle  Layout 
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)    (Open Exhibition) 

Built on a refurbished tilt top coffee table the layout is freelance. Not being too clever with 
electrics I kept it very simple with just a circular track with two short sidings.  

All the buildings and scenery are scratch built. Various kit built and RTR locos run on the 
layout and the stock is a mixture of kit built and RTR.  

I really enjoy making the buildings and adding the scenery. All in all it took me about a year 
to build on and off the sort of project I was able to pick up and add to as and when time 
allowed. 
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(Stand 5) – SANDY SHORES – Jamie Warne     Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
Sandy Shores is a completely fictional place, 
set somewhere on the South Coast in the 
early 1950s (although it could quite easily be 
modern day!). My aim was to create my 
ultimate dream scenario; where I live in a 
converted railway carriage right on the 
coast, meters from a narrow gauge railway. 
The railway trundles along the spit, and 
across beautiful sand dunes, where it ends 
in a tiny station with pretty minimalist 
facilities. This alternate reality seems to be 
sunny year-round, and happily, nothing 
happens with any sense of urgency!  
 
Back to the real world, this layout was originally built as a test-bed for scenic techniques… 
but somehow developed into a full layout! If you have any questions about the construction 
of any aspect of the layout, I am only too happy to answer them! 
 
(Stand 6) – BOTTLE KILN LANE – John Thorne     Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  
 
Set in the 1930’s, this small narrow gauge 
line runs through the English countryside 
and serves a small canal and pottery. The 
pottery is based on the buildings of the 
Coalport factory at Ironbridge. The layout is 
of no particular prototype but provides the 
opportunity to showcase a wide variety of 2ft 
narrow gauge stock.  
 
The Station lies at the end of Bottle Kiln 
Lane and is the main station on the line. 
Trains enter the layout from both directions 
and as the loco shed is also located at the station locos can be changed and stock shunted 
to the various station sidings or down to the canal side. This means that there is a constant 
changing variety of locos and stock. 
 
The majority of the locos and stock are scratch built and feature both steam and diesel 
prototypes. The layout showcases a wide range of industrial steam and diesels which are 
built in plasticard and run on a wide variety of chassis from Germany & Japan. 
 
(Stand 7) – Dartmoor Modular Group        Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
The Dartmoor 009 group layout features a small selection of the groups many modular 
boards and depicts a journey through the Devon countryside from Barnstaple to 
Simonsbath via Pilton Yard and Hacker’s Mill. All modules are built to 009 scale and 
showcase the work of a number of the group’s members. 
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(Stand 8) – BRUCKLEES – Andy Cundick        Layout  
00n3 (4mm scale on 12mm gauge) 
 
The County Donegal Railways was the largest narrow gauge system in the British Isles 
with a route mileage of 124 miles. Brucklees was a station on the Killybegs section, 
opened in 1893 and closed in 1960.  
 
The line was noted for its pioneering use or railcars, including the first diesel railcars in the UK. 
 
(Stand 9) – SHIPMEADOW – Richard Doe       Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
Set on the fictitious Beccles & Bungay 
Railway in the summer of 1944, 
Shipmeadow is a small rural halt which 
serves the hamlets of Shipmeadow and 
Mettingham in rural North East Suffolk. 
Above the station, you can see the former 
workhouse now used by a local farmer for 
housing his chickens, pigs and other livestock. 
 
Passenger and goods traffic are seen 
stopping regularly at the station on their way 
to the neighbouring market towns, bringing 
in feed supplies and transporting livestock and dairy produce to meet with the East Suffolk 
Line at Beccles.  
 
As WWII is reaching its culmination, the railway has recently seen an increase in military 
traffic with supplies heading to the nearby airbase at Flixton, near Bungay. 
 
(Stand 10) – ILFRACOMBE EAST – Brian Key      Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
Ilfracombe East is the terminus of a fictitious 
Blackmoor Gate to Ilfracombe branch of the 
L&BR. The layout is set in the “Southern” 
period (1923 - 1935), but a number of the 
vehicles retain their old L&B colours.  
 
Other stock, operating through Minehead to 
Ilfracombe services can also be seen. These 
run over the equally fictitious Minehead & 
Lynmouth Railway, which joins the L&B at 
Barbrook Junction, just outside Lynton.  
 
Interestingly, an abortive GWR backed scheme was proposed for a 2ft gauge Minehead & 
Lynmouth line, around 1900. 
 
In addition, there are a number of locomotives, railcars and other items of rolling stock, 
representing developments which might have happened if closure had not taken place 
in 1935. 
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(Stand 11) – ULVARYD (STRAND) – Charles Insley     Layout  
HOe (3.5mm scale on 9mm gauge)  
 
The layout is set in southern Sweden, on the 
shores of Lake Vättern in Västergötland. It is 
the lakeside terminus of the Ulvaryd-
Mjölltorp Järnväg (the Ulvaryd-Mjölltorp 
Railway), a 60cm gauge (2ft) railway which 
connected the small lakeside town of Ulvaryd 
with the standard gauge line from Skövde to 
Karlsborg. The railway was built in the early 
20th century, inspired by the success of the 
Helsingborg-Råå-Ramlösa Järnväg.  
 
Like the HRRJ, the UMJ began its life with 
imported French locomotives and rolling stock built by Decauville. Some of these French 
locomotives are still in service. These were followed by locally built stock, from builders 
such as Bolinder, Motala and Helsingborg Mekaniksa Verkstad. In reality, the layout is 
freelance, but inspired by the Swedish 60cm gauge lines that existed until the early 1950s, 
in particular the HRRJ, the Kosta-Lessebo Järnväg and the Jönköping-Gripenbergs 
Järnväg. All are now closed, but surviving locos and stock can be seen at Mariefred, on the 
preserved Östra-Södermanlands Järnväg.  
 
(Stand 12) – DE NIGGENDE SALIGHEYD – Hugo Baart     Layout  
HOe (3.5mm scale on 9mm gauge)  
 
We especially welcome Hugo and his 
operating team from the Society’s Dutch Group.   
 
This layout is set in a fictional landscape. It 
was actually intended as a home layout in 
the attic but, due to circumstances, was 
converted to an exhibition layout. This H0e 
layout has been built in the attic for about 10 
years, intermittently. In those 10 years, 
plenty of nice items were found that I 
thought fit the bill. Hence, there is a lot to discover on this layout. One eye-catcher is the 
station. The original is in Gorssel and was a tram station there. A replica was built at the 
Narrow Gauge Museum at Valkenburg Lake (ZH). And has been rebuilt by me and placed 
on my model railway. The love I have for my village "Eersel" located in the region "De 
Kempen" prompted me to name the station "Irsel" in dialect. Since the Kempen has eight 
blisses (districts), the layout name thus became "De Niggende Saligheyd" (“The 9th 
District”). I would say watch and enjoy. 
 
(Stand 13) – TAN-Y-LYN – Steve Flay          Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
Following on from Steve’s acclaimed exhibition layout Tan-y-Coed, this layout is again 
Welsh narrow gauge, with emphasis on scratch built mountain scenery techniques and on 
smooth running.  The layout is operated from the front and the team will be happy to show 
you how the scenery is made and painted – just ask! 
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(Stand 14) – CLYRE VALLEY RAILWAY – Tim Couling    Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
The inspiration for the Clyre Valley is the Bodmin and Wadebridge line – the oldest 
standard gauge line in Cornwall. Opened in 
1835 the line was famous latterly for the 
three 2-4-0 Beattie Well Tanks which lasted 
almost to the end of steam. My idea is that 
the line was built to narrow gauge on a 
predictably more circuitous route rather than 
directly up the river valley. Taking some 
significant geographical liberties the section 
modelled is the area between Wadebridge 
and Bodmin. Starting at St Breock, just 
outside Wadebridge, the line leaves the river 
valley climbing to a remote moorland 
junction at Buckland Newton. This is the 
line’s mid-journey summit and here the branch to Blissland Abbey breaks away. St Breock 
only has a single main platform but does have a loop, goods sidings and a loading bank for 
the adjacent Cornwall County Showground.   
 
In many respects the model is more reminiscent of the 3ft gauge lines of Ireland or the 
Welshpool & Llanfair Railway (2’6” gauge). The stock and infrastructure reflect this “larger” 
narrow gauge outline.  The CVR is a “main line” narrow gauge railway, not in the first flush 
of youth, but well maintained and capable of handling heavy trains. The railway handles 
significant mineral traffic, in this case China Clay; as well as healthy passenger and 
general goods traffic.    
 
Stock is mostly kit or kit-bashed and the operators will be more than happy to discuss any 
aspect of the model. 
 
(Stand 15) – RYEDOWN LANE – Patrick Collins       Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
Ryedown Lane is a small layout depicting part of a rural narrow gauge light railway 
somewhere in southern England during the 1930s. Although freelance, inspiration comes 
from the many narrow gauge and light 
railways associated with Lieutenant Colonel 
Holman F. Stephens. The terminus of the 
line at Ryedown Lane is portrayed along 
with the small intermediate station of 
Winterbourne Road. In true light railway 
tradition, both are assumed to be situated a 
somewhat inconvenient distance from the 
communities that they claim to serve.  
 
Construction is of conventional methods. 
Buildings are mostly scratch built, based on 
or inspired by typical structures found on 
various Colonel Stephens railways including the Rye & Camber Tramway and the standard 
gauge Selsey Tramway. Rolling stock is mainly built, or adapted, from a variety of well-
known kits. Ryedown Lane featured in the January 2015 issue of Railway Modeller. 
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(Stand 16) – Westcliff Works           Trader 
 
3D printed kits, parts and components and 3D printing services. 
 
(Stand 17) – KURSEONG – John Crane         Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
Kurseong Station is about halfway up the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway at an altitude of 
4,864’. Due to the steep terrain there was insufficient space to locate the station on the 
line of the track which follows Hill Cart Road through the town. The station was therefore 
built in 1894-6 on a convenient ridge leading away from the hillside, to function as a 
terminus. However, it does mean that trains have to reverse back across the busy Hill 
Cart Road before resuming a climb to Darjeeling, conversely trains travelling downhill must 
reverse into the station. 
 
The model is a reasonably accurate portrayal of the station and surrounding buildings as 
they existed in the second half of the 20th Century. All buildings have been scratch-built 
from card using contemporary photographs. Steam locomotives are constructed from 
Backwoods kits and the layout is operated using Digital Command Control (DCC). 
 
(Stand 18) – PS Levy: L&B Resin Models         Trader  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
009 Lynton & Barnstaple inspired resin kits, Dioramas and mini layouts. 
 
(Stand 19) – ROYSTON WHARF – Tony Clarke       Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
Royston Wharf depicts a narrow gauge line running through a village station which 
includes the usual facilities of a goods yard, cattle dock and engine shed. The wharf 
provides warehousing and transfer facilities to the canal. The main industry of the villagers 
is the local ironstone mine.  
 
(Stand 20) – CATTSBROOK – Geoff Harper        Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
Quarry transfer between standard & narrow gauge, with passenger service on the narrow gauge. 
 
(Stand 21) – GILDERDALE MINE – Peter Hogarth     Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  
 
In the early 1900’s there was a great deal of mining activity in the South Tyne Valley. 
Gilderdale Mine represents what might have been developed near Gilderdale Moor, 
towards the top end of the South Tynedale Valley, not far from the town of Alston. 
 
Sometime in the past the mining company developed a small narrow gauge system to get 
their minerals, mostly Galena and Fluorspar to a transfer siding on the standard gauge 
Alston to Haltwhistle branch. The lead was found to have a high silver content so the 
operation of the railway became viable. The railway runs mostly mineral/mine traffic with 
the occasional workmen’s coach for the quarry of the mine. 
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(Stand 22) – TAN-YR-ALLT & DWFFYR UCHAF             Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)       Roger Christian & Stan Williams 
 
The layout was the idea and design of Roger Christian who wanted to construct an 009 
layout based loosely on the Ffestiniog Railway in Wales. His first aim was that the layout 
must look as if the railway was built into the landscape and he certainly achieved that. The 
scenic work along with the stock had to complement each other. The rolling stock is a 
mixture of RTR, kit built and scratch built. 
 
The layout is now over 30 years old, but still commands respect and has been awarded 
many Best in Shows including the David Lloyd Trophy at ExpoNG. 
 
(Stand 23) – TURTLE BAY – Rob Rossington             Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  
 
Turtle Bay is a 009 scale layout set somewhere in the Southern hemisphere. The layout 
consists of a busy terminal station with goods yard, and a large motive power depot. It was 
intended as a showcase for British Railways abroad, such as those found in South Africa, 
Cyprus and India. 
 
(Stand 24a) – SLUGWORTH & CO – Joshua Campbell            Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
  
Slugworth & Co. are manufacturers of fine 
chocolates and sweets. Their factory has a 
narrow gauge railway connecting it to the 
main line railway where there are exchange 
sidings. Look out for all the details and you 
can have a sweet! The layout was built for 
the 2019 Dave Brewer Challenge by Joshua 
(then aged 11) with help from Dad, where it 
was awarded Junior Winner. Within the 
challenge size of 50x35cm it features a 
different scene on each side, with an 
extension to provide a fiddle yard. 
 
(Stand 24b) – LOCTERN QUAY – Michael Campbell            Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
This layout was built for a 009 Society Challenge a few years ago. The challenge was to 
build a layout using two modular baseboard kits from Norfolk Heath Works. This means a 
total size about 2' 6" by 11" with a sector plate in one corner, and an option of a dropped 
front to the other board. Since I like doodling track plans I sketched a few ideas for fun but 
with no real intention to take part. One idea did grab my imagination though, based around 
a quayside/wharf with warehouses and other buildings surrounding an "inglenook" track 
plan. Most of the buildings would come from the Petite Properties range, after my 
experience of building one of their kits recently, and they fit the scene well. The layout would be 
front/end operated and could have a simple back-scene and lighting bar for an attractive display. 
  
Fast forward and the completed layout is on show today, pretty much built as doodled in 2019! 
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(Stand 25) – LAUNCESTON STEAM RAILWAY – Richard Holder  Layout 
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 

Launceston Steam Railway in Cornwall is a delightful 2ft gauge line built, owned and 
operated by Nigel and Kay Bowman. The Quarry Hunslet locos – Lilian, Covertcoat, 
Velinheli and  Dorothea have been built by  
adapting kits produced by Brian Madge. The 
tenders for Lilian and Covertcoat have been 
scratch-built in brass. Two coaches have 
been adapted from brass etches supplied by 
Allen Doherty of Worsley Works, another is 
scratch built, and the fourth is an adapted 
3D print. Other items of rolling stock have 
been built from kits, including special 
members’ kits supplied by the 009 Society. 
Greenwich couplings have been added to all 
the stock, and automatic uncoupling has 
been achieved by using electromagnets 
mounted below the baseboards. The buildings have all been scratch-built using card, 
foamboard, plastic and Redutex sheets. A wide variety of ground cover and foliage has 
been used to create the scene. 

(Stand 26) – N Drive Productions            Trader 

The home of N-Drive, Backwoods Miniatures and Nine Lines. The well-known Nine Lines 
range of plastic rolling stock kits for the L&B, W&L, CDR and Southwold Railways is now 
fully available. The Backwoods etched brass range is still in the process of being re-
introduced but we do have some kits available today. N-Drive manufactures a range of 
RTR chassis for 9, 12 and 14mm gauges along with a small range of locomotive and rolling 
stock kits for N, 009, 00n3 and 0-9, most are on display along with a few surprises 
especially for the occasion. 

(Stand 27) – OSTROVIA – Blair Hobson  Layout 
HOe (3.5mm scale on 9mm gauge)

Ostrovia is my latest layout, using H0 scale 
(1:87) and 9mm gauge track, which 
represents 760mm gauge in Real Life.  

The layout is based on the Czech/Austrian 
border and the track plan is a copy of the 
station at Kamenice nad Lipou on the JHMD 
network in South Bohemia. I use two stock 
boxes, one having Czech stock and the 
other Austrian, so depending on when in the 
day you see it it could be in the Czech 
Republic or Austria! 

The stock is a mix of RTR by Roco, Liliput, 
Halling/FerroTrain and other European manufacturers and kit and scratchbuilt. The 
buildings are also a mixture of kit and scratchbuilt. If you have any questions please ask! 
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(Stand 28) – SUD HARZ – Paul Steedman      Layout  
HOm (3.5mm scale on 12mm gauge)  
 
The Sud Harz Railway was part of the metre gauge Harz Mountains railway system. 
Separated in Western Germany by the Cold War border it didn’t survive like the Eastern 
part of the network. This layout imagines the current proposal to reopen part of the Sud 
Harz has succeeded and you will see many of the HSB steam locos in action. You can ride 
the full sized HSB trains over a 140km network with the spectacle of the big 2-10-2’s 
storming up the Brocken Mountain on heavy eight coach trains. 
 
(Stand 29) – Talyllyn Railway            Publicity & Display  
 
The Talyllyn Railway was the first preserved railway in the World, known affectionately as 
‘The Railway with a Heart of Gold’. Running just over seven miles up the picturesque 
Fathew Valley from Tywyn on Cardigan Bay, this narrow gauge line opened in 1865 and is 
part of the The Slate Landscape of the Northwest Wales UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
 
(Stand 30) – CEFN BRYN CARREG – Twmos Bayliss    Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  
 
Cefn Bryn Carreg is set in a fictitious area of South Wales, in a small back area of a 
Pennant sandstone quarry. The layout is loosely based around the time of 1968 to the 
1980s, showing the last remaining years that the steam narrow gauge was still being used 
before better road and technology infrastructure came in. 
 
The overall layout is 4’x2’ with at 4’x17” scenic section at the front which can be viewed 
from the front and right side of the layout. DC Powered. 
 
(Stand 31) – CHERRY TREE HALT – John Davis     Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
  
Cherry Tree Halt imagines a narrow gauge railway built concurrently to the Leighton 
Buzzard Light Railway on the same Bedfordshire Greensand Ridge similarly serving sand 
quarries and running 6 miles from standard gauge connections at Sandy on the GNR East 
Coast mainline and Gamlingay on the LNWR Oxford-Cambridge line. Unlike the pre-
preservation LBLR this railway operates both steam and diesel traction as a common 
carrier with both passenger and freight 
operations. 
 
Cherry Tree Halt depicts an intermediate 
station on the outskirts of the town of Potton 
and as well as the town serves a small sand 
quarry (largely off scene). Originally just a 
small halt, due to increased traffic this has 
now been uprated with a passing loop, 
goods shed and coaling and watering 
facilities. 
 
Set in autumn 1948, though quarry traffic is 
still healthy passenger and goods traffic is suffering from road competition with typically 
short train formations and the ravages of war shows the effect of neglected maintenance. 
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(Stand 32) – LESOBENG – Paul Spray       Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  
 
A completely implausible railway in the 
mountains of Lesotho in southern Africa, set 
in say the 1950s. At the base of the cliffs, 
between tunnels, is an imperial delusion of 
grandeur - a 2 ft gauge mainline between 
the coast and the interior, where NG16 
Garratt locos run. Higher up, a small branch 
zigzags to the ridge and beyond - the 
brainchild of a canny chief who gave 
permission for a diamond mine on condition 
that the line there went through his village.  A variety of cameos are there to be spotted – 
the chief on his horse waving a gun and greeting the District Commissioner, a diamond 
smuggler with his donkey cart, a San (bushman) band painting in a rock shelter.                                                                
 
(Stand 33) – Dundas Models          Trader  
 
We produce a wide range of narrow gauge rolling stock kits under the Dundas Models 
name.  Festiniog, Festiniog & Blaneau, Freelance, Glyn Valley , Robert Hudson, Lynton & 
Barnstaple, Snailbeach District Railways, Tralee & Dingle, Vale of Rheidol, Welsh Highland 
Railway & W.W.1 War Department are all covered here. We also produce loco kits to 
complement our rolling stock kits. Other manufacturers 009 products stocked include: A1 
Models, ARB Modelcraft, Five 79, Gem, Gramodels, Golden Arrow, Greenwich, Heljan, 
Langley, Liliput, Nigel Lawton, Maquette, Mercian, Meridian, Minitrains, N Brass Locos, 
Narrow Planet, No Nonsense Kits, Old Time Workshop, PECO, R T Models, Roco, Roxey, 
Rodney Stenning, Windle, W D Models.  Loco chassis from Bachmann, Farish and 
KATO. Narrow Gauge Books from Middleton Press, Peco, Oakwood , RailRomances  and 
Wild Swan. 
 
(Stand 34) – CASTLE CAEREINION – Martyn Harrison     Layout  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  
 
Castle Caereinion is my first attempt at building a layout, having assisted on several 
projects in the past. I have tried to portray the station as it was in the earlier days of 
preservation before the crossing loop was extended. Although the siding was removed by 
the 1930’s I added it for operational interest.  Trackwork is handbuilt using code 40 rail with 
walnut strip sleepering. Scenery is formed from high-density foam covered with a layer of 
plaster bandage and various layers of static grass and other scenic materials being used in 
addition. Weathering has been done with powdered chalk pastels either used wet or dry 
brushed. Locos and rolling stock are a mixture of plastic, whitemetal and 3D printed kits 
with some RTR locos appearing too. 
 
(Stand 35) – Worsley Works          Trader 
 
We specialise in producing the etched parts of model railway kits.  We use the term “scratch 
aid” to denote that they are not complete kits as they do not include any castings, wire or 
glazing and no instructions are provided. They are however designed to fit accurately together 
and are straightforward to build. The Worsley Works Narrow Gauge range now has over 500 
kits. There will be a demonstration of soldering techniques throughout the day. 
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(Stand 36) – Corris Railway     Preservation Railway

The Corris Railway was the first Narrow Gauge railway in Mid-Wales. Built originally in 1859 as a 2’ 3" 
gauge horse-hauled tramroad, steam locomotives arrived in 1878 and passengers were carried from 
1883 to 1930. The Railway closed in 1948 and was dismantled soon afterwards. The Corris Railway 
Museum opened in 1970 and passenger services recommenced in 2002, with regular steam-hauled 
services returning in 2005, operated by volunteer members of the Corris Railway Society. 

(Stand 37) – THE LLANDECWYN RAILWAY – Martin Collins  Layout
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)

A fictional narrow gauge line ostensibly built 
as a rival to the Festiniog Railway, with a 
fully researched history and map (adjacent 
to the layout). Having been under 
construction for over forty years, the layout 
is now (2019) just about finished. With the 
emphasis on scenic modelling I have tried to 
reproduce the atmosphere of a North Wales 
slate carrying railway in the early 1930’s – 
not too run down, but starting to look to 
tourism to survive. If you have any questions 
regarding the layout, do please ask, but if 
possible, during a quiet period operationally! 

(Stand 38) – KANINCHENBAU – Iain Morrison  Layout
HOe (3.5mm scale on 9mm gauge)

Kaninchenbau has been designed using the 
‘rabbit warren’ principles for fully automated 
running using a computer program (iTrain) 
as a standalone model that attaches to a 
larger layout in base location. The layout 
runs up to 5 trains simultaneously and a 
cassette system enable the trains to be 
exchanged for others by the operator. The 
layout is essentially two interconnected 
levels that can operate independently yet 
allow trains to swap between levels. 

The ‘rabbit warren’ style ensures that trains will not always appear from the expected exit and this 
provides great interest for younger viewers who try to guess where the train will come from – they 
are generally very surprised when the ‘wrong train’ appears from where they expect it to appear! 

(Stand 39) – YR ELEN – Michael Le Marie  Layout
HOe (3.5mm scale on 9mm gauge)

Yr Elen is an imaginary terminus of a branch line somewhere in North Wales. The line 
served several slate quarries but following closures the line was cut back to Yr Elen. The 
line now serves a small military compound and the one remaining slate quarry along with a 
tourist passenger service.   
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(Stand 40) – CM3 Models            Trader 
 
We are specialist suppliers of model railway scenery, electrical, scratch building and 
baseboard supplies.  
 
We stock products by Expo tools, MIG Scenic materials, Model Scene, Natural Scenics, 
Flex-I-File, Mr Hobby, Maquett and Albion Alloys. We are also recommended suppliers of 
greyboard and card by Scalescenes. Please see our website on cm3models.co.uk for our 
full range. 
 
(Stand 41) – John Sutton Books           Trader 
 
New and second hand narrow gauge railway books and various narrow gauge models in 
many scales. 

(Stand 42) – White Rose Model Works          Trader 
 
Laser cut baseboards, storage units & display shelves. Model railway construction; 
tracklaying & electrics;  Helices to suit most gauges.  
 
 
(Stand 43) – AVIN-A-LLYIN – Andrew Bailey      Layout 
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
After six years success with the fictitious layout Llandovnodd, it was decided to model 
the next fictitious village up the coast called Avyn-a-Llyin. After nearly 20 years on the 
exhibition circuit, I took over the ownership of the layout from my brother [David 
Bailey]. 
 
The pier is of timber construction with each upright individually screwed into place. 
Most of the buildings are scratch built in Linka and plasticard. Two of the roofs are 
genuine hand cut Welsh slate and three roofs are thatched with plumbers hemp in 
Pendon style.  
 
The grounds of the ruined castle on the hill now belong to the local golf club, who has 
constructed a very scenic golf course.  
 
The sea is literally dozens of coats of non-drip varnish on a mixture of sand and 
ballast. The beach is real sand and is up to 20mm deep. There are over 200 figures on 
the layout and in case you can’t find them, the nudists are at the back of the beach 
under the sea wall!   
 
The track is by Peco with seep and Cobalt electrics and ballasted with a mix of granite, 
limestone and sand. Most of the stock is kit built with a few scratch, 3d printed and 
RTR items.   
 
Avyn-a-Llyin was first exhibited in October 1989 and has since won numerous 
trophies. It has also appeared in the Railway Modeller, February 1992 edition and 
Hornby Magazine March 2018 edition. Since 2012 the layout has been undergoing a 
gradual refurbishment to keep it looking fresh. 
 
Please feel free to ask any questions and we will do our best to answer them. 
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(Stand 44) – TAN-Y-BWLCH – Brychan Watkins      Layout 
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
  
Tan-y-Bwlch was the most important crossing station on the Festiniog Railway. Its loop 
allowed long slate trains, running down to Portmadoc under gravity alone, to pass equally long 
loco-hauled mixed trains taking passengers and empty slate wagons up to Blaenau Festiniog. 
 
The layout portrays Tan-y-Bwlch station in the early 1900s, before the station building was 
extended to make a dwelling house for the station master. We show the full range of 
operation with quarrymen's trains, gravity slate trains, passenger trains and mixed trains 
passing through and crossing at this important station. 
 
The buildings, trees and walls are scratch built. The track, except for one point, is Peco. 
The stock is a mixture of kits and scratch building and illustrates the story of Angus’ 
attempts to model F.R. vehicles over a span of some forty years. Some of the vehicles are 
almost vehicles “heritage” items in themselves! 
 
(Stand 45) – Ffestiniog & Welsh Highland Rlys.  Preservation Company 
 
Our Railway runs from the slate mountains of 
Blaenau Ffestiniog, through Eryri (Snowdonia), 
past mountains and lakes, small towns and 
villages to the Harbourside at Porthmadog. 
From there we travel through the Aberglaslyn 
Pass and the forest around Beddgelert into the 
foothills of Snowdon itself at Rhyd Ddu. We 
then descend back to sea level to end our 
journey in the shadow of Caernarfon Castle. 
 
With new First Class Pullman and 
Observation Cars through to rolling stock 
dating from the 1860s we can cater for all 
travel tastes, with a warm welcome assured for all. Our main website www.festrail.co.uk 
has much more information and links to our other websites.   
 
(Stand 46) – GARREG WEN – Matthew Kean     Layout 
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  
 
Garreg Wen (‘White Rock’) has been built to 
satisfy two aims – to practice and develop new 
skills, and to provide somewhere to run models 
of older stock from a number of lines.  
 
The model is set in Snowdonia in the 
Victorian period (approximately 1880) and 
represents the modest upper terminus for 
passenger working of a former horse 
tramway, converted to steam about a 
decade or so previously. A quarry extension leaves the back of the station to the foot 
of an incline located ‘off set’, but due to the gradient and the threat of runaway slate 
wagons, the passenger platform is on a separate line, as also happened at Bryngwyn 
on the NWNGR for example. 
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(Stand 47) – COLEFORD – John Wilkes      Layout 
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
Coleford is based on a real railway in the Forest of Dean - a 3’ 6” gauge plateway running 
from Coleford to Monmouth carrying coal, clay and lime to the river Wye. But I’ve 
reinvented it as a 2’ gauge railway serving some very different industries; gold 
processing, fashion clothing and a chocolate factory.  
 
I have always been a fan of unusual 
trackwork, and on Coleford, there are two 
different types of track; stone based chairs, 
and longitudinal sleepers, made using 
commercially available track. 
 
The locos and stock are a mixture of 
bought, kit built and scratchbuilt, including 
some very unusual items. The scene 
shows the railway in a fairly run-down state 
in the depths of winter. So there are lots of 
bare trees and miserable looking people! 
 
The layout won the David Lloyd trophy at ExpoNG in 2018, and has featured in the Model 
Rail and Railway Modeller. 
 
(Stand 48) – Lynton & Barnstaple Railway     Preservation Company 
 
The Lynton & Barnstaple Railway is a "non-profit" organisation offering narrow gauge train 
rides at Woody Bay in Exmoor National Park, with one aim: to fully restore the legendary 
Lynton & Barnstaple Railway.   
 
Come and see how the “last Great Narrow Gauge Adventure” is progressing; maybe even 
become a member? 
 
  
   
(Stand 49) – YURZE ORE MINE – Lucien Eijdems     Layout 
HOe (3.5mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
Yurze Ore Mine uses a hidden sector table to receive and dispense loaded and empty 
wagons at both ends of an ore-carrying industrial narrow gauge railway. A small locomotive 
pulls a few loaded wagons from the ore mine 
using the backstage track, and hauls them 
around the bend, over a trestle bridge, to the 
smelter, then pushes the loads into the 
smelter (and back onto the “loads” track of 
the sector table, which has been swung over).  
 
The loco picks up a string of empties, 
returns to the mine, and deposits the 
empties in similar fashion. 
 

MEMBERS OPEN EXHIBITION 
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(Stand 50) – CREAG DHUBH SUMMIT – Ted Polet    Layout 
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
009 tramway layout built 2016. The layout is 
loosely based on the Snaefell Mountain 
Railway and the Snowdon Mountain 
Tramway. It shows the upper terminus of an 
electric mountain tramway; part of the 
Craigcorrie & Dunalistair Railway. 
 
The layout was winner of the Dave Brewer 
Memorial Trophy 2016 at ExpoNG and has 
been exhibited in the UK and on the 
Continent several times. 
 
(Stand 51) – SMALLBRIDGE JUNCTION – Dale Gillard    Layout 
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  
 
Smallbridge Junction is an imaginary small junction connecting the branch line to wood 
warehouse. The station today is hosting a Mini owners club rally in the car park. Track and 
points are PECO; locos are mainly kit built or RTR Minitrains and Bachmann. 
 
(Stand 52) – ASHBURY WHARF – Michael Hammond    Layout 
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 
 
Ashbury Wharf was the first layout built by the Astolat Model Railway Circle. Construction 
commenced in late 1967 and completed about a year later.  
 
After a few years, it was rebuilt from a simple 00 gauge with sidings format into its present 
009 narrow gauge form, the more extensive track-work consists of two interlinked ovals 
with passing loops using hand built track with check rails on some curves.  
 
In 2006 as the Circle needed more storage space to make room for a new “00” layout, the 
layout was acquired by a member of the Circle. Brought out of storage to celebrate the 
Circle’s fiftieth anniversary, Ashbury Wharf was first exhibited as a static layout. 
Operational and scenic renovation of the layout was assisted by members of the Circle.  
 
Now with a new control panel, below base board wiring replaced and original scenery 
carefully titivated, Ashbury Wharf functions once again. 
 
(Stand 53) – ST MARGARET’S GRANGE – Chris Meaney   Layout 
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  
 
Layout based on a small industrial town with factory background it works on two levels with 
tunnels on both levels. One track is a figure of 8 pass over and the other is a run a round. 
Scenic shops on two levels with interior lights and street lights outside.  
 
There is a building site in one section and a children’s playground in another. There is also 
a level crossing, plus a factory with its own smoking chimney and lights inside the building. 
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(Stand 54) – WHIMSY – David Harrington  Layout
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  

Whimsy occupies two 2ft square boards, one hosting the witch’s hovel and a captive 
village: the other a brightly coloured townscape, redolent of a Brazilian Favella. It was built 
“just for the fun of it” and owes a lot to the genre exemplified by Scratchy Bottom Halt, 
Lumpy Barmcake and Salted Cracker. 

(Stand 55) – BRANDGEIGHT – Peter Hardy  Layout
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  

Brandgeight depicts all that remains of a 2ft 3in gauge light railway built by a late 19th 
Century industrialist Willson Henry who made his fortune by developing new techniques for 
casting and refurbishing church bells. He later acquired extensive farmlands in 
Leicestershire and Derbyshire and built the railway to link the small villages and hamlets in 
the area. Willson Henry later diversified into manufacturing small saddle tank locomotives 
for the many small mining and quarrying companies around the country. Today only Hector 
and Lady Jane survive and with extensive rebuilding by the volunteer staff, now provide the 
prime locos on Brandgeight, being supported by an eclectic mix of locos from the many 
existing narrow gauge lines in the UK. 

 Layout(Stand 56) – ABBERLEY – Ian Holmes (Withdrawn)  
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  

Abberley is a might have been serving the coal mine at nearby "Clows Top" and the quarry 
at "Shaversend". Constructed as a light railway hence narrow gauge. Passenger service 
was installed after local residents protested. Coal is transferred via "piggy Back" 
transporter wagons but the local fruit growers use the narrow gauge. Regrettably Ian has 
had to withdraw Abberley due to illness.

(Stand 57) – WOODFORD – Trevor Street  Layout
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  

Woodford is a small intermediate station a respectful distance from the village it serves in 
an overlooked part of rural Northamptonshire. The railway, whilst being a common carrier, 
primarily exists to carry ironstone from the local quarries to the furnaces at nearby 
Rodborough. A siding serves the needs of the local population, farms and commercial 
enterprises. On the lane to the station a letter is being posted and a boy has bunked off 
school to watch the trains as two locals wait on the platform. In the fields goats graze, the 
shepherd with his dog check their flock, as a weasel stalks a group of rabbits. Woodford, 
Rodborough, its furnaces and the railway are of course all fiction. The layout is built on a 
wooden tray 60cm by 40cm, the scene carved out of 50mm extruded polystyrene. Track is 
Jouef with a Peco point, structures and details from various sources. 

(Stand 58) – TYN-GOCH/JENNINGS FARM CROSSING  Layout
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) – Martin Sutcliffe 

Tyn-Goch is making its first appearance in forty years. As with all restoration projects, 
progress is slow, if not methodical, and voluntary in nature. So far work to secure the 
border station of “Hawkshill/Bryn y Gwalch” has allowed services to resume to “Briarhanger 
& Stoneygate”. Evidence of overhead line equipment may be evident. 
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(Stand 59) – RAVEN’S RAVINE – David Wright  Layout
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  

Raven's Ravine is an '009' diorama set within a fantasy landscape which demonstrates the 
owner's realistic modelling techniques. Featuring the ruins of a castle with catacombs and 
caves where dragons can be found!  

Most of the model has been constructed from scrap materials which have received a skin 
of Das Modelling Clay.  

All the stone masonry has then been hand scribed, before being painted and weathered. 
To complete the diorama, a primitive back-drop has been hand painted with special effects 
added creating a surreal atmospheric model. 

(Stand 60) – NEWTON/GOATHORN – Graham Kean  Layout
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 

It is Winter 1951 in the clay-mining hamlet of Newton, situated on the Goathorn peninsula, 
Dorset. The layout depicts the hamlet and it’s railway which transported ball clay, timber 
and peat to interchange with the standard gauge Swanage branch at Norden, using 
elements from both the Fayles and Pikes prototypes. 

(Stand 61) – LLANDYRAU – Paul Towers  Layout
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  

Llandyrau is a common user narrow gauge railway which runs passenger, freight and 
mixed passenger and freight trains. It includes the terminus, a short scenic section and 
fiddle yard. The scenic section features the ruins of a Welsh castle, the keep of which has 
been restored. This has become the roost of one of the rare red dragons.  

The locomotives comprise a Bagnall and two Hunslets but visiting are the Ffestiniog Prince 
and and coaches as well as the Glyn Valley Dennis and coaches.  

The railway is virtually unknown and not even recorded by Boyd in his books. The reason 
for this is that the archives cannot be found as they are under Paul's bed. 

(Stand 62) – LITTLE HIMALAYAN RAILWAY – David Wright  Layout
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  

The Little Himalayan Railway is an ultra-compact 009 ‘pizza’ layout with the sights, sounds 
and spirit of the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway firmly at its heart. With interleaved loops of 
track it depicts a typical set of switchbacks as the line steeply winds and climbs its way up 
the terrain via tunnels, cuttings, bridges and an interim rural station.  

Over 5 metres of running line are packed into a layout of just 80cm in diameter, the 
majority of which is scenic, illustrating the parallel road route and the mountainous, wooded 
terrain.  

The rolling stock roster includes prototypical engines, freight and passenger typical to 
Indian Hill Railways. The Little Himalayan Railway was conceived as an 009 challenge to 
maximise operational value and observer interest in the smallest form possible. 
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THE GALLERY 
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        LAYOUTS ON DISPLAY SATURDAY ONLY:

(Stand 63) – ABERGLASLYN – Andrew Holland  Layout
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 

The layout is a representation of the section of the Ffestiniog Welsh Highland Railway as it 
goes through the Aberglaslyn Pass.  

The locomotives and stock are models of those currently operating on the line. The layout 
also features the road at Aberglaslyn with six or seven vehicles actually running along it. 

(Stand 64) – TREN BACH – Richard Johnson  Layout
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  

The layout has been built to give the flavour of a typical border narrow gauge line with 
features suggested by existing lines through the years. Its operation being a single track 
line and one station passing through a mixture of scenery. 

 Layout(Stand 65) – MALVERN LIGHT RAILWAY – Martin 
Albright 009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  (Withdrawn)

The Malvern Hills were booming during Victorian times, visitors coming for the ‘Water 
cure’, fresh air and climbing (or getting a donkey ride) up the hills, picnicking. Malvern 
Water was being bottled and sent all over the UK and the hills were being quarried for 
granite.  

Lady Emily Foley inherited a large amount of Malvern land, plus money and had a huge 
influence on the development of the town and surrounding areas. For example, to travel by 
train (and for friends to visit her) she had her own mainline railway station built at Stoke 
Edith.  

However she refused to come through the tunnel under the hills on the Hereford-
Paddington line. So she took her coach over the hills to Great Malvern station, where she 
had her own personal waiting room! Such was the wealthy. MLR based on historical 
prosperity and fact, now combined with a lot of imagination.  Regrettably Martin has had 
to withdraw Malvern Light Railway due to illness.

(Stand 66) – CENAC’S SIDINGS – James Hodgkiss  Layout
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) 

The layout was inspired by Dr. Christian Cénac's book 'The 60cm Military Railways of the 
WW1 in France' the layout is a clearing in a wooded area and depicts a gun park of the 
French Artillery Regiment of foot (68th RAP).  

Set in the summer of 1918 on the southern flank of the German advance following their 
spring offensive, the gun park acts as a transport hub for the supply of material to the 
regiments in this sector, especially ammunition for the guns.  

The layout displays the rolling stock, as depicted in Dr. Christian Cénac's book and 
practically all of which is scratch built.  

The locomotives are mostly kit bashed or scratchbuilt.
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         LAYOUTS ON DISPLAY SUNDAY ONLY: 
 
(Stand 67) – LONG SIBFORD         Layout 
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge) – Stephen Rainsbury/Oxfordshire Group  
 
Long Sibford is a collection of interchangeable modules that were started by members of 
the Oxfordshire group during lockdown. Modules vary in length from 40-180cm and cover a 
range of scenarios from pre-war Devon to mid-60s Lesoto.  
 
Stock is even more varied, including trains normally found in Germany, Japan and beyond. 
We also include a couple of modules that have been deliberately sparse to demonstrate 
how our modular standards are implemented. 
 
(Stand 68) – BRON – Stuart Bass/David Johnston    Layout 
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  
 
Bron is small hamlet at the head of a picturesque valley somewhere in mid Wales. It is 
served by an aging narrow gauge railway which has seen better times. A lone passenger 
waits in the hope that one day a train will arrive.  
 
Loosely based on the Corris Railway, Bron also bears an uncanny resemblance to Garn. In 
2019 the Tyne-Tees 009 group held a competition encouraging modelers to build a shelf 
layout. Bron was constructed in 3 months and I'm pleased to say was the winning entry. 
 
(Stand 69) – LLAN LECHID – Stuart Bass/David Johnston   Layout 
009 (4mm scale on 9mm gauge)  
 
A fictitious Narrow Gauge Railway, portraying a small slate quarrying operation in North 
Wales. The layout depicts a 'what if' the Penrhyn Railway had been extended out towards 
Llan Lechid.  
 
Built by Chris Clark in 2011, now owned by David Johnston, the layout has been exhibited 
several times across the North of England.  
 
            009 SOCIETY MEMBERS: 
 
(Stand 70) – 009 Society Members’ Sales        Trader 
  
The 009 Society’s well known Members’ Sales and Recycling service will be offering 
members kits and recycled items covering the wide spectrum that is 009 modelling.  
 
The helpful and knowledgeable team will answer your questions or help you discover that 
special part you need.   
 
Don’t forget that the 009 Society publicity and display stand at Stand 1 where you can find 
out more about the Society; or you can ask at any of the 009 Layouts where you see the 
society logo.     
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     IN THE ROUNDHOUSE: 

(Stand 71) – Darjeeling Himalayan Railway Society      Publicity & Display 

Located adjacent to DHR locomotive 19B that was recently acquired by the Society from 
the late Adrian Shooter’s estate. Find out about this World Heritage site in the foothills of 
the Himalayas in the north of India.  

The DHR is fascinating line, with a rich history, which is still operating today as part of 
Indian Railways. You’ll find books, DVDs and other items related to the railway as well as 
the opportunity to join the Society or go online and visit www.dhrs.org.uk.

(Stand 72) – Ben Powell Railway Artist         Trader 

Take a look at some of Ben's art and watch as Ben composes his latest artwork 

TOILETS: 
Located in the main exhibition hall and adjacent to the courtyard outside the Roundhouse. 

SECURITY:
No responsibility can be accepted by the 009 Society or Statfold Narrow Gauge 
Museum Trust Ltd for damage to or loss of personal property. This includes motor 
vehicles which are parked at your own risk on Statfold Narrow Gauge Museum Trust 
Ltd premises. 

We recommend that you keep all your personal belongings with you at all times. DO 
NOT leave bags unattended at any time. Should you mislay anything or find any lost 
property please go to the exhibition entry point where you can report your loss or 
deposit the item found. 

BACKPACKS & RUCKSACKS: 
The Layouts and displays are not protected by crowd barriers. To avoid damage to 
fragile exhibits please REMOVE YOUR BACKPACK & RUCKSACK and carry them 
with you. 

EMERGENCIES:
If the fire alarm sounds please leave the building by the nearest exit, taking your 
belongings with you; and assemble on the grassed area beyond the trees adjacent to 
the main car park. Stewards will guide you and you will be allowed to re-enter the 
building as soon as possible once the incident has been declared safe. 

PHOTOGRAPHY:
Please feel free to take photographs at the exhibition but as a matter of courtesy 
please ask the owner/operators of the layout, model or demonstration for their 
agreement, particularly if you will be using flash photography. If you subsequently 
publish such material then an acknowledgement of the event and owner of the subject 
is expected. 

All information in this Exhibition Guide is correct at the time of going to press. 
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